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Abstract

Recently, the internet traffic demand has been compoundly rising up as a
result of the increase in the number of users as well as data demand per user.
That is why, Elastic Optical Networks (EONs), which employ Orthongonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) , have been proposed to scale the
demands by efficiently utilizing the spectrum as they provide finer spectrum
granularity and distance adaptive modulation formatting. Not only efficiency
and scalability but also survivability of the network is significant since even
a single-link failure may cause huge volume of data considering that even a
channel bandwidth may vary between 1 Gb/s and 1Tb/s. Hence, we propose
a heuristic algorithm to increase the spectrum efficiency in EONs employing
Shared Path Protection (SPP) as the recovery scheme provided that the traffic
demand is dynamic and the modulation format is distance adaptive. Our
algorithm, Primary First-Fit Modified Backup Last-Fit (PF-MBL), follows
two-step approach for Routing and Spectrum Assignment (RSA). In the first
step, k-shortest path algorithm is applied and candidates paths are found
regardless of spectrum availability for routing. In the second step, spectrum
is assigned to working paths and backup paths starting from the different
ends of the links’ frequency domain so as to group working and backup path
resources separately. In working path spectrum assignment, First-Fit strategy
is employed. In backup path spectrum assignment, the algorithm chooses a
path according to a formula among candidate paths with available spectrum
widths found by Last-Fit strategy. In this manner, we expect to provide
less fragmented spectrum for backup paths as well as the network, thereby
increasing their sharability and thus the spectrum efficiency. We compare our
algorithm and the two current solutions by simulations. Results show that
PF-MBL can improve the performance in terms of blocking and bandwidth
blocking probability by 24% up to 59% compared to the current outperforming
algorithm when the bandwidth acceptance ratio of the system varies from 90%
to 99.9% in different loads. Moreover, it achieves between 41% to 59% savings
over the current outperforming algorithm when the bandwidth acceptance
ratio of the system varies from 99% to 99.9%.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

Recently, the Internet traffic demand has been rising up by approximately 40%
every year, corresponding to the doubling of the demand every two years [3].
Furthermore, it is very likely that this trend will continue due to the mas-
sively increasing number and use of Internet services such as Video on Demand
(VoD), high definition Internet Protocol (IP) TV, cloud computing and grid
applications requiring high amount of data rate. Similarly, Cisco forecasts
that the number of devices connected to IP networks will be nearly two times
more than the globe’s population in 2016 and IP traffic will compoundly grow
at a rate of around 30% per year until then [4].

Currently, the Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technique has
mainly been used in optical backbone networks. To meet these high data rate
demands, modulation formats installing higher number of bits per symbol
into 50 GHz fixed grid spaces – as standardized by International Telecommu-
nication Union (ITU) – along the frequency spectrum were brought in. For
instance, 100 Gb/s-based transmission systems have been fit into 50 GHz fixed
grid space and commercialized in the last three years [5]. However, the more
bits per symbol are loaded, the more vulnerable the transmissions become
against impairments, thereby suffering from a higher SNR (signal-to-noise
ratio) penalty per bit. As a result, this deterioration restrains transmissions
from reaching long distances. That is why, it is seen infeasible to fit data rates
over 100 Gb/s such as 400 Gb/s and 1 Tb/s into this fixed grid space [5]. Not
only the future infeasibility but also the spectral inefficiency challenges WDM
networks because of its rigid and coarse granularity. Since wavelength-routed
networks require full allocation of a wavelength to a connection even if the
whole grid is not necessary, a wide range of data rate in traffic demands leads
to some residual frequency parts fragmented in the fixed grids. Likewise, this
inefficiency also results in low scalability of connection requests. In addition
to its coarse granular nature, inefficient spectral resource utilization, and low
scalability, WDM networks waste energy when the entire grid is not used
because transponders in WDM networks are unable to adapt the power con-
sumption depending on the utilized percentage of the frequency grid. Hence,
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

these drawbacks of fixed grid wavelength routing require a more flexible net-
work design and infrastructure.

To fulfil these requirements, approaches such as Optical Virtual Concate-
nation (OVC), Optical Burst Switching (OBS) and Optical Packet Switching
(OPS) offering sub- and super-wavelength traffic accommodation have been
lately studied however they lack the necessary infrastructure technologies.
Therefore, they are considered as immature for the time being and the near
future [2] [6] [1].

In EONs (Elastic Optical Networks), we do not have to fit data rates into
fixed spaces unlike in WDM Networks. A spectrum of a link in EONs is
divided into small unit spectrum slots and necessary amount of consecutive
spectrum slots for a given data rate are assigned to support the connection.
Besides, more efficient spectrum allocation is achieved in these networks due
to flexible grid and elastic line rates providing finer granularity. Therefore,
EONs performs higher scalablity and higher flexibility than WDM Network.
Moreover, these differences become more substantial when the traffic demand
varies in a wide range.

Survivability plays an important role in EONs. Alink failure may lead
to a huge data loss for data rates between 1 Gb/s and 1 Tb/s. Restoration
and Protection are the two main recovery schemes. Restoration tries to re-
provision the connection after it fails. Protection is a pro-active scheme; some
resource reservations are done for a connection before it fails. In order to
provide a survivable, scalable and efficient network infrastructure for Internet
connections, EONs and recovery schemes are needed to be studied together.

1.1 Elastic Optical Networks

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology from the
class of Multicarrier Modulation (MCM), which has already been employed
in various wireless applications such as wireless local area networks, has been
thought as an alternative to single carrier modulation technique used in opti-
cal networks. Figure 1.1 shows the difference between the conventional WDM
network and OFDM-based elastic optical network in resource allocation within
channels. A data stream to be transmitted is divided into multiple consecutive
subcarriers, increasing the symbol duration as well as providing a migration
to a higher data rate [7]. Orthogonality is obtained when multiple subcarriers’
central frequencies are consecutively ordered along the spectrum in different
integer multiples of the inverse of the symbol duration. Unlike WDM sys-
tems’ wavelengths, this feature allows subcarriers of the same lightpath to
overlap, thereby leading to high spectrum efficiency. Moreover, Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) and coherent detection techniques enable subcarriers to be
transmitted and detected with different modulation formats regardless of the
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Figure 1.1: Spectrum allocation in conventional WDM network and OFDM network along
the frequency domain

spectrum slice being used [8]. Correspondingly, this link adaptation capabil-
ity of OFDM, which is adjusting transmission parameters such as modulation
and coding levels on subcarrier basis, provides even higher spectrum efficiency
at the cost of higher receiver sensitivity and higher power consumption [6]. In
contrast, WDM systems require different types of transponders for different
levels of data rates[2]. Nevertheless, OFDM has two fundamental disadvan-
tages, named as having high peak-to-average power ratio, and sensitivity to
frequency and phase noise respectively. These difficulties should be taken into
account when an OFDM-based system is designed [7] [5].

Spectrum-Efficient and Scalable Elastic Optical Path (SLICE) network
benefiting from optical OFDM technology has been proposed in [1]. Since it
adopts OFDM, SLICE aims to allocate the appropriate-sized frequency spec-
trum, corresponding to the demanded traffic size, for each end-to-end optical
path with additional enabling technologies. This functionality brings in sub-
and super wavelength accommodations unlike the conventional wavelength
routed optical path networks. Sub-wavelength accommodation helps elimi-
nating the existence of non-utilized spectrum parts along the paths whereas
super-wavelength accommodation helps removing the frequency guardbands,
that occur in fixed-bandwidth WDM networks even if the adjacent single carri-
ers have the same end-to-end path, between subcarriers and also helps letting
subcarriers overlap, thus increasing the spectrum efficiency. This property
is named as link aggregation by the authors [1]. Both accommodation tech-
niques results in multiple data rate accommodation along the spectrum.

Regarding the enabling technologies to apply this modulation technique,
bandwidth-variable (BV) transponders, bandwidth-variable wavelength cross
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Figure 1.2: Network architecture of SLICE [1]

connects (WXC) and bandwidth-variable wavelength-selective switch (WSS)
have also been demonstrated to compose the architecture of the network [1].
BV-WSS is also called as flexible spectrum selective switches (flex WSS) [5].
BV transponders generate an optical signal using just enough spectral re-
sources after arranging all the transmission parameters. Every BV-WXC on
the route from the source to the destination allocates a cross-connect within
the size of the given spectral width. BV-WSSs perform wavelength demul-
tiplexing/multiplexing and optical switching functions. These technologies
enable the expansion and the contraction of elastic optical paths, providing
several unique opportunities such as time-dependent elastic bandwidth shar-
ing, energy efficiency and bandwidth squeezed restoration [1]1. Figure 1.2
demonstrates the mentioned components over the network.

Figure 1.3: Illustration of spectrum allocation by frequency slots for a given link [2]

Finer granularity is achieved through introducing the concept of frequency
slot. Spectrum is allocated for the traffic demands in multiples of a certain
unit which is called as frequency slot. In other words, frequency slots will be
allocated in such a number that the whole signal will be covered and there will

1Here "squeeze" means decreasing the data rate via decreasing the bandwidth for a
lightpath, not condensing the same data rate into a narrower bandwidth
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be no unused slots [9]. Standardization is present for the frequency width of
12.5 GHz by Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [10], how-
ever there are studies considering the width of 6.25 GHz as well as 12.5 GHz
for the frequency slot [11] [9]. It is worth noting that spectral grids for WDM
applications are standardized in the widths of 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 GHz [10].
Figure 1.3 illustrates the frequency slot concept. Frequency slots belonging
to the same signal are marked with the same number. They are consecutive
and separated from other signals by guardbands.

Currently, SLICE network approach is being mostly called as either elas-
tic or flexgrid (flexible) optical network. Elastic optical networks bring not
only opportunities but also new challenges to benefit from these opportuni-
ties. For instance, solutions for the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
problem in WDM networks need to be reconsidered in order to apply on the
elastic optical networks [5] [2]. Due to the introduced spectrum flexibility,
spectrum continuity constraint should replace the wavelength continuity con-
straint of RWA. Likewise, the non-overlapping spectrum constraint should
take the place of the single wavelength assignment constraint of RWA, i.e.,
adjacent OFDM channels will be separated by spectrum guardbands in the
frequency domain. New condition also brings an additional constraint that
can be named as subcarrier consecutiveness or contiguity constraint, i.e., for
a given path necessitating more than one subcarrier, subcarriers should be
assigned consecutively in order to exploit the spectrum efficiency brought by
orthogonal adjacent subcarriers’ overlapping [2] [6] [12]. This more compli-
cated problem is referred to as either routing and spectrum allocation (RSA).
If the modulation format is also variable then RSA is referred to as routing,
modulation and spectrum allocation (RMLSA). Traffic grooming approaches,
survivability strategies, network virtualization, and control and management
plane technologies also need to be revised as well as the RWA problem in
order to improve this new concept [6]. For instance, [13] has demonstrated
that multi-rate, multi-reach transmitters—by employing multi-flow optical
transponders— allow different reach for each sub-wavelength. In this study
authors introduce a new dimension for traffic grooming by enabling to remove
the guardbands between the lightpaths from the same transmitter to different
destination in different data rates [14].

1.2 Survivability in Optical Networks

In optical networks there are mainly two types of recovery schemes, restora-
tion and protection respectively. Restoration is rerouting the working paths
in case of a network element failure or a substantial deterioration in a signal
above a threshold value [15]. Hence, in this scheme no lightpath reserva-
tion is realized over the network. On the contrary, in the protection scheme
there are pre-assigned backup lightpaths which are link-disjoint with their
corresponding working paths. Protection can be satisfied by providing either
a dedicated backup resource for each single working path or some backup
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resources shared by working paths. The former is called Dedicated Path Pro-
tection (DPP) and the latter is called Shared Path Protection (SPP) [16]. In
DPP, the backup path is maintained in an active mode in spite of the fact
that it is not utilized most of the time [17]. In SPP, backup resources are
only shared by link-disjoint working paths in case the system is desired to be
resilient to single-link failures considering that they are the prevailing failure
type in optical networks[18]. As can be expected, protection scheme substan-
tially reduces the recovery time compared to the restoration scheme at the
expense of resource utilization since backup paths are allocated beforehand.
Besides, DPP performs better than SPP in terms of recovery agility because
spare resources are already in use whereas SPP performs better than DPP in
terms of resource utilization. Similarly, the restoration scheme performs the
best in terms of resource utilization since no allocation is carried out until
a failure occurs [16]. In protection schemes, the path which transmission is
actively realized is called either working path or primary path whereas the
path reserved for recovery is either called backup path or secondary path

1.3 Motivation

WDM Networks’ inflexibility to meet increasing traffic demand with fixed grid
spacing of the spectrum have recently given rise to the development of EONs
which employ OFDM. OFDM technology supports data signals composed in
the multiples of subcarriers. Subcarriers occupy smaller frequencies and can
partly overlap with adjacent ones. This leads to the division of the spectrum
into smaller slots and thus finer granularity of the spectrum. As expected, this
resulted in more efficient use of the spectrum in EONs compared to WDM
Networks. Moreover, modulation format switching ability of the transponders
additionally increased the spectrum efficiency since the required bandwidth
over the spectrum for a transmission can be squeezed by increasing the loaded
bit per symbol as the distance shortens in EONs. Furthermore, EONs pro-
vides other opportunities to improve the spectrum efficiency such as optical
grooming [14], optical channel re-tuning with no traffic disruption [19]. As a
result, in order to comply with the future demands of the Internet, we have
decided to focus on EONs.

Network robustness to failures is as significant as the spectral efficiency.
Optical transport networks carry high volumes of data. Network element fail-
ure such as a link/node failure or deterioration in the signal quality preventing
the receiver from understanding it, can lead to the disconnection of several
lightpaths and thusly a significant amount of data loss. Besides, if we remem-
ber that transmission data rates have been in an increasing trend and service
providers mostly commit a level of Quality of Service (QoS) to the end-user,
it can be seen that any service disruption can cost service providers severe
penalties [20] [21] [22]. Therefore, a recovery scheme should be implemented
into the system in order to ensure that a connection survives after a failure.
Shared Path Protection (SPP), a recovery scheme type which lets working
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connections have common reserved backup resources, is a good alternative
since it enables developing algorithms to increase spectrum efficiency while
providing fast recovery. Additionally, SPP should be survivable to single-link
failure since this is the most prevailing failure type in optical networks.

Since EON is a relatively new field, there are not many studies covering
its different aspects. For instance, we have noticed that there is no study cov-
ering SPP while the traffic demand is dynamic and signal modulation format
is distance adaptive. That’s why, we aimed at finding an efficient solution for
this problem.

In the light of the factors written above, it can be stated that EONs
bring opportunity to increase the spectrum efficiency. Moreover, connection
recovery is critical. This almost renders compulsory to study EONs while
taking survivability into account. Additionally, we have decided to focus on
SPP in EONs in order to compromise agile response to failure and spectrum
efficiency.

1.4 Contributions

In this thesis, we propose a heuristic algorithm that increases the spectrum
efficiency on EONs employing SPP as a recovery scheme while traffic demand
is assumed to be dynamic and modulation format is distance adaptive. By
increasing the spectrum efficiency, lower blocking probability in terms of both
number of connections and bandwidths for arriving connection requests are
expected than the current algorithms. Our algorithm aims to increase the
number of shared frequency slots among backup paths as well as to decrease
the fragmentation of spectrum resources. In this manner, less number of fre-
quency slots over the network will be occupied by backup paths. In our recov-
ery scheme, there is no partial protection, i.e., the same amount of bandwidth
as primary path is attempted to be reserved as backup. We compared our
solution with the current two solutions, [23] and [24], used for resource alloca-
tion by simulation. In the given networks, results show that our solution can
improve the performance in terms of blocking and bandwidth blocking prob-
ability by 24% up to 59% compared to the current outperforming algorithm
when the bandwidth acceptance ratio of the system varies from 90% to 99.9%
in different loads. Moreover, it achieves between 41% to 59% savings over the
current outperforming algorithm when the bandwidth acceptance ratio of the
system varies from 99% to 99.9%. In addition to performance gains, spectral
fragmentation decrease by 16% up to 29% compared to the other algorithms
has been succeeded.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we discuss
related work. Chapter 3 consists of the problem statement. In Chapter 4,
we dive into our heuristic algorithm to solve the stated problem and explain
current solutions. Chapter 5 evaluates and compares the experimentation
results of the implementations of the proposed solutions. Finally, we discuss
the conclusion of the thesis.



CHAPTER2
Related Work

Studies covering survivability in EONs have been investigated. With respect
to traffic type, they are divided into two categories: Static and Dynamic. In
static scenarios, traffic demand matrix is given beforehand. Hence, it is pos-
sible to plan spectral resources simultaneously. On the contrary, in dynamic
traffic scenario connection requests are attempted to be serviced as they ar-
rive in the network. Apart from the aforementioned categorization of recovery
schemes done in Section 1.2, recovery schemes can be separated into two types
depending on their providing full recovery or partial recovery. Partial recovery
aims to recover only certain amount of data unlike full recovery. In Table 2.1,
papers are summarized giving information about their RSA problem solution
type, the parameters that they take into account such as the guardband size
(in frequency slots), the frequency slot size (in GHz), the frequency slot num-
ber on their links, the distance adaptive modulation ability and the objective
in addition to traffic and protection type.

Researchers have recently tried to address survivability in EONs from dif-
ferent perspectives. [15] and [25] addressed restoration to provide surviv-
ability in EONs under static traffic condition. The former is interested in full
restoration whereas the latter provides partial restoration. Authors of [15]
developed an adaptive heuristic algorithm benefiting from both Lightpath
Rerouting (LR) and Modulation Format Switching (MFS) in order to restore
simultaneously-impaired connections. Recovery scheme is triggered as QoT
(Quality of Transmission) degrades below a certain limit on a link. The algo-
rithm reroutes and/or changes its modulation format so as to minimize the
spectral consumption of each lightpath and maximize the number of restored
lightpaths at the same time. Authors indicate that lightpaths restored only
by MFS are more sensible to extra SNR degradation compared to rerouted
lighpaths as they still reside on the link with high noise.

Sone et al. [25] take the advantage of the novel opportunities brought by
OFDM-based EONs by exploiting BV-Transponders and BV-WXCs, they pro-
pose a partial recovery scheme, promising only certain amount or percentage

9



10 Chapter 2. Related Work

Table 2.1: COMPARISON OF RELATED WORK ON SURVIVABILTY

Ppr TT Surv RSA GB FSS NS DA Obj

[15] St F Res Heu NA NA NA Yes Min hybrid
penalty

[25] St P Res Heu NA NA NA No
Max the bitrate
until the com-
mited rate

[26] St F DPP / F
SPP

ILP&
Heu NA 12.5 NA Yes Min freq slot

num

[27] St F DPP Heu NA 25 NA No
Min each de-
mand’s paths’
total distance

[28] St F DPP /
F SPP MILP 1 NA NA No

Min spectrum
used in both
network and
the MCL

[22] St F DPP /
F SPP

ILP /
Heu NA 25 NA Yes

Min the spec-
trum used in
the MCL

[29] St F SPP Heu NA 12.5 440 No
Min tot num
of fibs and freq
slots

[16] St
P DPP+Res
P SPP+Res
P Res

MILP/
Meta-
Heu

1
12.5
-
25

128 No Max total re-
covered bitrate

[20] St F DPP Heu 2 12.5 320 Yes
Min bitrate
of backup
transponders

[30] St Mix Heu 2 12.5 NA Yes
Min bitrate
of backup
transponders

[31] Dyn F SPP Heu 2 12.5 352 No Min utilized fsn
[23] Dyn F SPP Heu 1 NA 200 No Min utilized fsn
[32] Dyn F DPP/ SPP Heu 1 25 100 No Min utilized fsn

[24] Dyn F SPP Heu 1-
2 NA 150 No Min utilized fsn

TT: Traffic Type, St: Static, Dyn: Dynamic, Surv: Examined Survivability Schemes,
F: Full recovery, P: Partial recovery, Res: Restoration, Heu: Heuristic, FSS: Fre-
quency slot size in GHz, NS: Number of frequency slots per link, DA: Distance
Adaptive, GB: Number of frequency slots as guardband, MCL: Most congested link,
fibs: fibers, freq: frequency, fsn: Frequency slot number, Mix: Mixture of F DPP, F
SPP and No Protection
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of the bandwidth of connection requests. When a lightpath fails, it is restored
over an alternative path sometimes with the cost of dropping the pre-emptive
traffic over existing connections to gain spectral space for the guaranteed traf-
fic on the failing connection.

In [26] and [27] full protection is considered with the static set of traffic
demands. Authors of [26] provided an algorithm employing DPP or SPP re-
covery schemes for elastic optical ring networks. Distance adaptive versions
were also developed. In ring topology, primary paths take the shorter route
while backup paths take the longer route between source and destination.
They have showed that Distance Adaptive (DA) DPP improves the spectral
efficiency around 10% compared to the non-DA DPP in EONs. Likewise, DA
approach brings around 15% improvement in SPP. In spite of these successful
improvements, the algorithm lacks to be generalized for other types of net-
work topologies except from the ring topology. Unlike [26], Patel et al. [27]
proposed an efficient survivable heuristic algorithm which can be generalized
for EONs. However, it only focuses on DPP and neglects distance adaptive
modulation formatting.

In [28] and [22], DPP and SPP are compared in terms of spectral effi-
ciency under static traffic demand. Shen et al. [28] employed a Mixed Linear
Integer Programming (MILP) model for these two schemes. On the other
hand, a distance adaptive ILP model and a distance adaptive heuristic al-
gorithm were developed by Eira et al. [22]. Both studies assure resilience
against single link failure. The latter’s objective is to minimize the number
of frequency slots in the most congested link. In contrast, the former mini-
mizes the number of frequency slots not only in the most congested link but
also in the whole network at the same time. The results showed that SPP
scheme significantly reduces spectrum utilization ratio and redundancy (the
number frequency slots employed in backup paths over the number frequency
slots employed in primary paths) compared to DPP. Moreover, Shen et al. [28]
observed that networks with higher average node degree obtain lower redun-
dancy as well as lower spectral overhead since they provide shorter routes for
backup paths in both protection schemes and also provide more opportunities
to share in case of SPP.

Under static traffic demand, Kosaka et al. [29] propose a heuristic algo-
rithm for EONs with SPP where there are several fibers between neighboring
nodes. Initially, the algorithm allocates all the traffic demands. Then, a
fraction of connections whose backup paths share less with the other backup
paths or whose paths are on highly fragmented links are removed from the
system. The remaining connections are reorganized so as to decrease the
number of utilized fiber. Then, removed connections are allocated again. For
pre-determined times, a fraction of specified type of connections are kept be-
ing removed and allocated back following the reorganization of the remaining
connections. They have observed 8% reduction in the number of utilized
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fibers and 18% reduction in the number of utilized backup path slots by this
algorithm. Finally, it should be noted that this algorithm does not forbid
link sharing primary paths to share spectrum resources in their backup paths.
This situation leads to vulnerability to single-link failure.

In [16], authors propose single path provisioning with multi-path recov-
ery (SPP-MPR), a combination of partial protection and partial restoration
scheme, which guarantees a percentage of the requested bitrate in case of
a failure. It works as follows: certain percentage of the assured bitrate for
each traffic demand is ensured to be reserved, in either shared or dedicated
manner depending on the protection scheme while the rest of the assured bi-
trate is obtained via partial restoration. When the failure is repaired, the
requested bitrate is completely served again. A meta-heuristic algorithm, Bi-
ased Random-Key Genetic Algorithm (BRKGA), is also employed since MILP
is only able to solve the problem for small networks. Results indicate that
SPP-MPR improves the protection schemes in terms of spectrum utilization
with a loss of some time to recover the assured percentage whereas it reacts
faster than pure restoration scheme with the help of its pre-assigned paths.
As can be understood, it provides a trade-off between efficiency and recovery
times.

In [20] and [30], energy savings are considered with protection. Lopez et
al. [20] investigated the possibility of acquiring energy savings in DPP. They
exploit the hourly traffic variation and propose to hourly adapt the rate of
backup path transponders to the current traffic load of the network. This
adaptation is obtained through reducing the number of subcarriers or chang-
ing the modulation format in EONs. Consequently, they have showed that
energy savings up to 27% can be achieved with this method. In addition to
the work done in [20], authors of [30] introduced a scheme providing an EON
with differentiated Quality of Protection(QoP) for the first time. Assuming
that not all the connection requests demand the same type of protection, they
group the connection requests into different categories which will be serviced
differently from protection point of view. In this scheme, some connections
are provisioned with DPP and some with SPP whereas the remaining con-
nections are left unprotected. Experiments showed that a differentiated QoP
scheme brings energy savings compared to the scheme where every connection
is protected by DPP.

When it comes to dynamic traffic scenario, there are few studies on sur-
vivability in EONs. Remaining papers address dynamic routing problem in
EONs. Besides, they provide full protection. Shao et al. [23] compare conser-
vative and aggressive SPP, and DPP in terms of their blocking probabilities
and their bandwidth blocking probabilities. Conservative SPP allows the pri-
mary path and the backup path of a connection to have merely the same
set of frequency slot numbers whereas there is no restriction in aggressive
SPP. Both SPP types are assumed to be resilient against single-link failure.
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After the simulation, it was observed that aggressive SPP performed the low-
est blocking probability in comparison to conservative SPP and DPP with a
significant difference. These results also imply that aggressive SPP has the
highest spectral efficiency. In this algorithm, routing follows k-shortest path
approach and spectrum allocation follows First-Fit strategy. Lastly, this work
lacks distance adaptive modulation for connections.

Shared path protection with dynamic traffic is studied in [31], studies
SPP where traffic demand is dynamic. Fibers are divided into lightpaths in
a similar way as done in WDM networks via wavelengths using fixed grids.
Every transponder is responsible for one lightpath. Hence, it is not as flexi-
ble as usual EONs. The only flexibility is that adjacent backup transponders
are able to overlap each other within a limited bandwidth in case they have
link-disjoint primary paths. In order to utilize this, First-Fit spectrum assign-
ment for the primary paths and Last-Fit spectrum assignment for the backup
paths are applied. Moreover, due to the fixed central frequencies the number
of lighpaths for assigning primary and backup paths are predetermined and
same on every link. Therefore, this network model does not fully exploit the
elasticity in EONs.

[32] copes with multi-link failures in SPP. For routing level, the proposed
algorithm tries to distribute the paths across the network at the expense of
longer backup paths. For the spectrum allocation, in addition to link-disjoint
primary paths, link sharing primary paths are able to share the spectrum re-
sources in their backup paths if the summation of common links and nodes
times the duration of their co-existence is below a specified threshold level.
This paper is out of our scope since we aim to guarantee survivability against
single-link failure.

Authors of [24], focus on minimizing utilized frequency slot number for
EONs employing SPP while the traffic demand is dynamic. They propose an
algorithm named as Minimum Free Spectrum Block Consumption Algorithm
(MFSB). Even though MFSB outperforms First-Fit algorithm used in [23],
its performance falls below our proposed algorithm. Besides, it does not take
distance adaptive modulation into account similar to [23]. [33] and [34]
study distance adaptive dynamic routing and frequency slot assignment how-
ever they do not cover survivability.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposes and
evaluates a distance adaptive heuristic algorithm minimizing the bandwidth
blocking probability in EONs given that the traffic demand is dynamic.
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CHAPTER3
Problem Statement

SPP in EONs under dynamic traffic demand can be formulated as follows:

Given: a) Physical topology of a connected network represented byG(N,L)
where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of connecting bi-directional op-
tical links; W specifies the number of frequency slots on each link b) Dij is
the distance of link ij ∈ L c) a connection request R={ s , d, b, ta, th },
between source-destination pair (s, d) with bitrate b (in bps), arrival time ta
and holding time th d) Sk

ij is the current availability of frequency slot k of link
ij ∈ L e) Set of modulation levels M= m, c, t where m is modulation format,
c is the subcarrier capacity and t is the transmission reach of the regarding
modulation format

Output: A shared-path-protected connection Ci as shown below where
lw and lb denote working and backup paths, fa and fz are the starting and
ending frequencies of the contiguous spectrum allocated for the demand, and
te denotes expiry time: Ci={ liw, f

i,w
a , f i,wz , lib, f

i,b
a , f i,bz , tie}

Objective: Minimize blocking probability and bandwidth blocking prob-
ability s, i.e, maximize the spectrum efficiency, minimize the number of em-
ployed frequency slots by the serviced connection request

3.1 Constraints

The objective is subject to the following constraints:

• spectrum continuity : This constraint requires that, for a given light-
path, the same segment is allocated in the spectrum of every link along
the connection, i.e., the same set of frequency slot numbers must be
assigned in every link traversing a given connection.

• subcarrier consecutiveness: Due to the very nature of OFDM, sub-
carriers of the same data stream must be consecutive along the frequency

15
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Table 3.1: POWER CONSUMPTION VALUES OF THE CO-OFDM
TRANSPONDER FOR DIFFERENT MODULATION FORMATS [20]

domain. Hence, all frequency slot numbers assigned in a link for a given
connection should be adjacent in spectrum.

• link frequency slot capacity : Each link has a limited number of
frequency slots to be allocated. This number is the same in all links.

• non-overlapping spectrum assignment : Allocated spectrum slices
for primary paths must be separated by guardbands in order to prevent
interfering, i.e., at least one frequency slot must be assigned as a guard-
band between the frequency slot set of every connection. Likewise, this
constraint also implies that one frequency slot can be employed by only
a single connection at a time.

• link-disjointness for primary and backup paths of a connection :
The primary and the backup path of a given connection must be link-
disjoint so as to provide two independent routes for a connection.

• backup path sharing : Connections belonging to the same shared Risk
Link Group (set of connections primary paths of which are sharing a
link) cannot share backup resources.

• transmission distance : In transparent1 optical networks, one bit in-
crease in the modulation format of the transmission requires to halve
the transmission distance in order to keep the same level of QoT[36], as
shown in Table 3.1. Hence, modulation format should be lowered as the
transmission distance (optical path) increases in order to resist against
deterioration.

3.2 Metrics

• blocking probability : If there exist enough resources to be allocated
for both primary and backup paths of a connection request at the time
it arrives, it is serviced. Otherwise, that connection request is consid-
ered to be blocked. Let NCR be the total number of connection requests

1Network providing end-to-end connections over all-optical lightpaths with no electronic
regeneration[35]
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having being offered to the network and NB be the number of connec-
tion requests that have been blocked by the network, then the blocking
probability is defined as:

Blocking Probability =
NB

NCR
(3.1)

• bandwidth blocking probability : When a connection request is blocked,
certain amount of bandwidth demanded by that request is failed to be
provisioned. Let B be the set of all blocked connections, CR be the set
of all arriving connection requests and bi be the amount of bandwidth
of connection i, then the bandwidth blocking probability is defined as:

BandwidthBlocking Probability =

∑
i∈B bi∑
i∈CR bi

(3.2)

Since each connection does not demand equal amount of bandwidth, this
metric presents clearer result for the system’s performance in comparison
to blocking probability.

• sharability : In a network protected by SPP, let Sserviced be the total
number of frequency slots of accepted connection requests’ backup paths
and Sassigned be the total number of frequency slots assigned as backup
resource over the network, the sharability is defined as the time average
ratio of the following:

Sharability =
Sserviced
Sassigned

(3.3)

Since there is no resource sharing among backup paths in DPP, this
ratio always equals to 1. Hence, the more common reserved frequency
slots backup paths have, the higher sharability a network obtains.

• fragmentation : We adopted the fragmentation formula used in [37]
which also measures hard-disk fragmentation. If all free spectrum slots
assemble side by side with no utilized frequency slot in between, it means
that there is no fragmentation in a given link. However, if free segments
are distributed over the link, fragmentation is proportional to the ra-
tio of the size of the largest free segment over total free frequency slots
on a link. Accordingly, for a network, fragmentation is the time aver-
age ratio of the following equations whereas L denotes the set of links,
Largest Segment denotes the number of frequency slots in the largest
free segment of a link, FS denotes the number of all free frequency slots
of link i and Fi represents the fragmentation value of link i :

Link Fragmentation = Fi = 1− Largest Segment

FS
(3.4)
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Network Fragmentation =

∑
i∈L Fi

number of links
(3.5)

As can be seen from the formula, fragmentation takes values between
0 and 1 whereas values approaching to 1 indicate the worst fragmented
situation. This formula assumes that there is always at least a single
free frequency slot on a link.

• spectrum utilization (consumption) ratio: It is defined as the time
average ratio of the assigned spectrum bandwidth over the total band-
width capacity of the network, whereas Si is the total number of fre-
quency slots in link i:

SpectrumUtilization =
Sassigned∑

i∈L Si
(3.6)



CHAPTER4
Heuristic Algorithms

It is proved that RMLSA problem is NP-complete by drawing an analogy
between RMLSA problem and a well-known NP-complete problem, Multipro-
cessor Scheduling[2]. As a result, Integer Linear Programming (ILP) cannot
scale for large data sets. Therefore, we have focused on heuristic algorithms
to solve the RMLSA problem.

Examined algorithms and the proposed algorithm employ two-step ap-
proach in order to decrease the complexity. In two-step approach, RMLSA
problem is split into two sub-problems, routing and spectrum assignment re-
spectively. Then, they are solved sequentially. For routing, k-shortest paths
are calculated for a given source and destination pair. Later, these paths are
examined for available spectrum segments in spectrum assignment part. One
path, if possible, is selected among those, which satisfy spectrum assignment
constraints, with respect to the given heuristic algorithm. In order to find
k-shortest paths, Yen’s Algorithm has been used[38]. Inside Yen’s Algorithm,
Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm has been used to find the shortest path
between the source and destination. Application of this model for the dynamic
traffic will be as follows: k-shortest paths are found for the primary path when
a connection request arrives in the network. Then, one path out of the candi-
date paths that satisfy spectrum assignment constraints is chosen. Following
the primary path’s RMLSA, the same procedure will be applied for finding
the backup path after removing the primary path’s links from the graph (net-
work). If there exists a path for backup as well, then the resources employed
by both primary path and backup path are updated with this connection’s
information until the end of connection requests’ holding time. Otherwise, no
update over the graph is done and the connection request is blocked.

Three spectrum assignment algorithms combined with k-shortest providing
mentioned functionality will be described: First-Fit (FF) Algorithm proposed
in [23], Minimum Free Spectrum Block Consumption Algorithm (MFSB) pro-
posed in [24] and Primary First-Fit Modified Backup Last-Fit (PF-MLF) pro-
posed by us.

19
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(a) K shortest bak-up paths for the given condition from a to d

(b) Backup spectrum assignments provided that BR (bitrate) requires 2 frequency slots in
every path

Figure 4.1: Illustration of backup spectrum assignments in different heuristics
where BR denotes the required number of frequency slots and K denotes the
number of shortest paths 1

4.1 First-Fit

In this scheme, all frequency slots on a link are numbered. When a connec-
tion request arrives, k-shortest paths are calculated. In the ascending order of
their lengths, each path is checked through its constituting links and searched
for a spectrum segment which would be non-utilized in all the links as well
as wide enough to fit the demanded bandwidth into. A spectrum segment
is considered available if it satisfies spectrum contiguity, spectrum continuity
and non-overlapping subcarriers constraints. The number of frequency slots
to be assigned is determined with respect to the length of the path being
checked since modulation format changes depending on the transmission dis-
tance. Search for the available spectrum segment is done in the ascending

1Derived from the figure in [24]
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order of frequency slots. After finding the first available set of frequency slots
satisfying the constraints, neither more spectrum search nor more path search
is done. First found spectrum slice and the related path are selected as the
solution for the primary path. In case there is no solution the connection
request is blocked.

After finding the primary path, all the links belonging to this path are
temporarily discarded from the graph in order to find a backup path which
will be link-disjoint with the primary. In contrast to primary path spec-
trum assignment, frequency slots employed by backup resources are behaved
as ‘non-utilized’ except from the ones whose primary paths have common
link(s) with the current primary path. In this way, backup resources are
shared among backup paths while ensuring survivability against single-link
failure. Apart from the criterion for distinguishing available frequency slots,
the backup path routing and spectrum assignment follows the same procedure
as the primary path. When a solution is found, search is stopped and spec-
trum allocation of both paths are carried out according to the found solutions.
If no solution is found, the connection request is blocked despite the fact that
there was an available primary path for it.

Figure 4.1 illustrates backup path spectrum assignment. In this example,
connection request demands a bitrate that two frequency slots will be nec-
essary for the allocation in every path. We neglect the possibility that the
required number of frequency slots could have increased as the transmission
distance is extended, for the sake of the clarity of the example. k for k-shortest
path is assumed to be three. We are given a graph such that three shortest
paths are the ones as shown in Figure 5.17b for backup path spectrum assign-
ment. Besides, Path 1 is assumed to be the shortest and Path 3 is assumed to
be the longest. Likewise, it is supposed that a link spectrum is comprised of
six frequency slots. Green color in a frequency slot represents that it is being
utilized by a primary path. Blue color signifies that a slot is idle meaning
that it is utilized neither by a primary path nor by backup paths and free to
be reserved. Red colored frequency slots are already reserved by other con-
nections and are also able to be reserved by the current connection as well as
backup resources denoting sharable slots. However, yellow slot indicates that
it is being reserved by a connection whose primary path shares a link or links
with the current connection request’s primary path in case its primary path
is provisioned. It is given that the required amount of bandwidth is satisfied
by two frequency slots. This algorithm starts with Path 1 and tries to find
two consecutive available slots in the ascending number of slots. Frequency
slots f1 and f2 in links (a,b) and (b,c) are occupied by other primary paths.
Hence, it continues to search. For frequency slot numbers f3 and f4, the al-
gorithm detects an availability as shown in Figure 4.1b along Path 1. Upon
this detection, the search is halted without proceeding the remaining slots and
paths. Then, primary path for transmission and backup path for reservation
are provisioned.
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4.2 Minimum Free Spectrum Block Consumption

In this scheme, primary path routing and spectrum assignment is handled as
is done in the first algorithm via First-Fit. Unlike to the first algorithm, every
candidate path and every frequency slot belonging to the link of these paths is
examined for the backup path before determining the assignment. The path
which provides the solution that would lead to the minimum number of free
frequency slot consumption (reservation) is chosen along with the associated
frequency slots. In this manner, they aim to increase the sharability among
backup paths as well as the efficiency of reserved frequency slots utilized by
backup paths. In case there is no solution, then the connection request is
blocked as expected.

To illustrate, MFSB algorithm examines all the three candidate paths
shown in Figure 5.17b. Likewise, all the spectrum of the links along the path
is checked. For Path 1, some assigned slots in the constituting links prevents
the new assignment through the links’ frequency slots f1-f2 and f5-f6 as shown
in Figure 4.1b. Frequency slots f3-f4 are available along the path and satisfy
the routing and spectrum constraints. However, it consumes five free slots
in case it is reserved. In Path 3, there are two such alternatives, f4-f5 and
f5-f6. Nevertheless, they both cause three free frequency slots consumption.
In Path 2, a backup path composed in f3-f4 slots consumes only a single free
slot. Thus, this solution is selected by the algorithm.

4.3 Primary First-Fit Modified Backup Last-Fit

We propose a novel algorithm for backup path provisioning based on the idea
of separating primary and backup resources on different parts of the spectrum.
Like the other two algorithms, all frequency slots are numbered. Similar to
MFSB algorithm, we also suggest that the algorithm checks all the k-shortest
paths before taking a routing and spectrum assignment decision. Conversely,
we target splitting the primary and backup path resource assignments into the
different ends of the links’ spectra in order to keep less fragmented space for
backup spectrum assignments, thus less fragmented network. As a result of
having less fragmented and grouped backup resources, we expect high shara-
bility among backup resources. Therefore, we also expect a decline in blocking
probability and bandwidth blocking probability compared to MFSB.

In Algorithm 1, pseudocode of the algorithm is given. SS represents the
set of consecutive frequency slots which satisfies the constraints whereas pri
denotes primary path and b denotes backup path. mod_type is the highest
possible modulation format for the given path’s length.
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The algorithm takes the network graph, a source and destination pair,
the bandwidth amount, the set of modulation formats, all the link distances,
the current use type of each frequency slots of each link and the set of avail-
able modulation formats as input. By k-shortest path algorithm, candidate
primary paths, from the source and destination, are picked. If there is no avail-
able path, connection request is blocked. Candidate paths, in the ascending
order of length, are tried one by one so as to find a solution. For each path,
required number of frequency slots is calculated depending on the demanded
bandwidth and the path’s length. If there is no available modulation format
for the path’s distance, that path is skipped. For determining whether a path
is feasible to provision the connection, spectrum continuity, spectrum con-
structiveness and non-overlapping subcarriers constraints are controlled along
the spectra of the links along the path in the ascending order of frequency
slot numbers. During this search frequency slots used by other connections’
primary and backup paths are considered unavailable. After finding the first
solution, spectrum search is terminated as well as path search. In case there
is no solution, the connection request is blocked (See lines from 1 to 18 in
Algorithm 1).

Selected primary path’s links are temporarily removed from the graph
in order to find a backup path which will be link-disjoint with the primary.
Then, candidate backup paths are chosen from this graph by k-shortest path
algorithm. Every path is examined before taking a decision. For each path,
required number of frequency slots is calculated depending on the demanded
bandwidth and the path’s length. If there is no available modulation for-
mat for the path’s distance, the current path is skipped. For determining
whether a path is feasible to provision the connection, spectrum continu-
ity, spectrum consecutiveness and non-overlapping subcarriers constraints are
controlled along the links’ spectra in the descending order of frequency slot
numbers. During this search, frequency slots used by primary paths are con-
sidered unavailable. Furthermore, frequency slots used by the backup paths
whose primary paths share link(s) with the current candidate path are also
eliminated as a result of the constraint providing resilience against single-link
failure. After finding the first feasible solution, search is halted for the cur-
rent path. Then, the algorithm proceeds to the next candidate path until all
candidate paths are examined. Among the solutions of different paths, the so-
lution yielding the minimum hybrid penalty is selected as the final one. The
penalty depends on two factors: (1) how far the solution (set of frequency
slots) starts from the end where the primary path spectrum resources are
started to be assigned, (2) how many frequency slots the solution requires. It
can be formulated as follows:

HybridPenalty for Pathi = (W − f ba) × c1 + (f bz − f ba + 1)× c2 (4.1)

W represents the total number of frequency slots on a link which is constant
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Algorithm 1 Primary First-Fit Modified Backup Last-Fit Spectrum Assign-
ment
INPUT: G(N, L), R={ s , d, b, ta, th }, D, M, S, W
OUTPUT: One primary path, one backup path formed of chosen links with
associated frequency slot numbers from s to d
1: candidate_primary_paths=find_k_shortest_path( s, d, D, G(N,L))
2: if candidate_primary_paths = ∅ then
3: return block()
4: end if
5: for all paths Pi in set candidate_primary_paths do
6: mod_type = decide_modulation(Pi, b, D, M)
7: if no possible mod_type then
8: continue
9: end if

10: SS_pri = try_spectrum_alloc_with_First_Fit( Pi, S, mod_type)
11: if SS_pri 6= ∅ then
12: primary_path=Pi

13: break
14: end if
15: end for
16: if SS_pri = ∅ then
17: return block()
18: end if
19: remove_links( primary_path, G(N,L))
20: SS_b←∞
21: candidate_backup_paths=find_k_shortest_path( s, d, D, G(N,L))
22: if candidate_backup_paths is ∅ then
23: return block()
24: end if
25: for all paths Pi in set candidate_backup_paths do
26: mod_type = decide_modulation(Pi, b, D, M)
27: if no possible mod_type then
28: continue
29: end if
30: SS_tmp = try_spectrum_alloc_with_Last_Fit( Pi, S, mod_type)
31: if SS_tmp 6= ∅ then
32: if get_hybrd_pen(SS_tmp,W)<get_hybrd_pen(SS_b,W) then
33: backup_path=Pi

34: SS_b=FS_tmp
35: end if
36: end if
37: end for
38: if SS_b = ∞ then
39: return block()
40: end if
41: return primary_path, SS_pri, backup_path, SS_b
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and the same on all links. f ba denotes the frequency slot number of the lowest
numbered frequency slot of the solution. c1 is a non-zero constant and de-
pends on the topology of a network while (f bz −f ba+1) is the required number
of frequency slots for the solution. c2 takes either 0 or 1. When it takes 0,
formula only depends on the first criterion. In this case, the algorithm selects
the solution having the set with the highest numbered starting frequency slot.
In other words, it tries to find the solution set among candidate paths which
would be the furthest from the end where primary path resources are started
to be assigned. If there exists no solution among all paths, the connection
request is blocked. Otherwise, both paths (primary and backup) with their
associated set of frequency slot numbers are returned as output (See lines from
19 to 41 in Algorithm 1).

To illustrate, our algorithm examines all the three paths shown in Figure
5.17b. From this perspective, the right-most solution is tried to be found for
a path assuming that frequency slots have been numbered increasingly from
left to right on a link’s spectrum. For Path 1, some assigned slots in the con-
stituting links prevent the new assignment through the slots f1-f2 and f5-f6 of
the links as shown in Figure 4.1b. Frequency slots f3-f4 are available along the
path and satisfy the routing and spectrum constraints. The lowest numbered
element is f3. Similarly, a backup path composed through f3-f4 slots along
Path 2 is feasible and the lowest numbered element becomes f3 like Path1. In
Path 3, there are two available sets, f4-f5 and f5-f6. However, the algorithm
stops after finding the set f5-f6. The lowest numbered element becomes f5 in
the solution of Path 3. In this example, the hybrid formula favors the solu-
tion of Path 3 regardless of the value of constants c1 of c2 since the required
number of frequency slots are equal in all paths. That is why, the solution
employing slots f5-f6 is selected as the final solution.

After the algorithm takes place, the system updates the resources accord-
ing to the output and keep both paths until the holding time of the connection
request expires. Following the expiration, primary path’s resources become
idle and available to be utilized by another connection. Similarly, reservations
on behalf of having expired connection are canceled. A frequency slot freed
by the expired backup path keeps staying in backup slot type, if there exists
another connection reserving it. Otherwise, it is updated as a free slot.
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CHAPTER5
Evaluation

We have conducted discrete event simulations with all aforementioned heuris-
tic algorithms and attained results on a computer with Intel Core 2 Duo (2.4
GHz) processor and 2 GB RAM. Simulation environment and the algorithms
have been implemented in C++.

Figure 5.1: NFS Network (lengths in km)

5.1 Topologies and Assumptions

Two different network topologies have been adopted in order to eliminate the
possibility of an outcome due to the special condition of a network: scaled-
down (to one-fifth of the original in edge lengths) NFSNET (14 nodes, 21
links, average node degree=3.14) and scaled-down (to one-tenth of the orig-
inal in edge lengths) 24-node US backbone network (41 links, average node
degree=3.58) as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. For the networks,
transmission distance reach for modulation formats have been determined by
applying the given formula in Chapter 3, Section 3.1 provided that transmis-
sion reach of 16QAM signals is 500 km[34]. It is assumed that each fiber has
a contiguous spectral window (C band) and a total spectrum of 4000 GHz as
320 frequency slots with the width of 12.5 GHz. Additionally, in all graphs fre-
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quency slots with single-bit modulation format are assumed to carry 12.5 Gb/s
of data[20] and this value is proportional to the number of loaded bits per fre-
quency slot (subcarrier) which is obtained by modulation format changes. The
set of available modulation format includes BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, 16QAM,
32QAM and 64QAM. k for k-shorhest path algorithm is set to four and the
guardband is assumed to be two slots. We set the bitrates uniformly dis-
tributed from 10 Gb/s to 400 Gb/s in the scenario. Connection requests will
be uniformly distributed between all source-destination pairs in the graph.
Traffic arrival process will be Poisson with λ connection requests per unit
time and the traffic holding time will obey negative exponential distribution
with a mean value of µ. We have created two network load input sets. For
wider range of network load, 100000 connections are simulated for each algo-
rithm. For narrower range of network load, 250000 connections are simulated
for each algorithm. First 10000 of them are discarded in both cases consider-
ing that the system requires warming up before it reaches to steady-state.

Figure 5.2: 24-node US backbone network (lengths in km)

We will evaluate the performance of FF and MFSB in comparison with PF-
MBL within a range of certain network load values (λ/µ Erlang). Additionally,
c1 in hybrid penalty function of PF-MBL is chosen as 0.18 and 0.88 in 14-node
network and 24-node network respectively. For each network, c2 takes both
0 and 1 in order to analyze the trade-off. Hence, PF-MBL_0 represents the
case where c2 is 0. In this case, the formula tries to maximize the starting
frequency number among solution sets of the candidate paths. PF-MBL_1
represents the case where the size of the spectrum segment and its position
both have influence on choosing the path. In other words, formula tries to
minimize the number frequency slots for the assignment and to maximize
the starting frequency number among solution sets of the candidate paths at
the same time. Blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability will
be used to quantitatively show the performance of the systems. Sharability,
spectrum utilization and fragmentation metrics will be exploited to analyze
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(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.3: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0
and PF-MBL_1 algorithms in 14-node scaled-down network with wider range of network
load

(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.4: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0
and PF-MBL_1 algorithms in 24-node scaled-down network with wider range of network
load

the performance differences.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Blocking and Bandwidth Blocking Probabilities

Figure 5.3 and 5.4 plot the blocking probability and the bandwidth blocking
probability ratios of the heuristic algorithms First-Fit, Minimum Free Spec-
trum Block Consumption (MFSB) and Primary First-Fit Modified Backup
Last-Fit (PF-MBL) as the network load increases. Figure 5.3 shows the re-
sults of 14-node network whereas Figure 5.4 shows the results of 24-node
network. As can be seen from the figures, even though MFSB outperforms
FF in both, it cannot perform as successfully as PF-MLF_0 and PF-MLF_1
in both cases. Consequently, PF-MLF_0 and PF-MLF_1 have the lowest val-
ues of blocking probability and bandwidth blocking probability for a variety
of network load. In 14-node network, PF-MLF_1 outperforms PF-MLF_0
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(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.5: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and
PF-MBL_1 algorithms in 14-node scaled-down network with narrower range of network load

(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.6: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and
PF-MBL_1 algorithms in 24-node scaled-down network with narrower range of network load

by 1% up to 8% in both terms. Moreover, PF-MLF_1 achieves between 15%
to 59% and 26% to 72% savings over MFSB and FF respectively in terms of
blocking probability while its connection request acceptance ratio varies from
90% to 99.9%. Likewise, PF-MLF_1 outperforms MFSB and FF by 19% up
to 59% and 31% up to 72% respectively in terms of bandwidth blocking prob-
ability while its bandwidth acceptance ratio varies from 90% to 99.9%. In
24-node network, PF-MBL_1 slightly outperforms PF-MBL_0 in both terms
apart from the three network load values. Besides, PF-MBL_1 outperforms
FF and MFSB by 9% up to 34% and 20% up to 61% respectively in terms of
blocking probability and, by 12% up to 61% and 23% up to 36% respectively
in terms of bandwidth blocking probability under the same service conditions
as in 14-node network. Note that these blocking probability values are too
high for network operation. Therefore we have repeated experiments focusing
blocking and bandwidth blocking probability ranges up to 1% with respect to
PF-MBL_1 corresponding to lower traffic load values.

Figure 5.5 and 5.6 focus on bandwidth and bandwidth blocking probabil-
ity in lower loads. We have conducted experiments under these lower loads
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with 250000 connection requests instead of 100000. In 14-node network, PF-
MBL_1 achieves between 41% to 59% and 55% to 72% savings over MFSB and
FF respectively in terms of blocking probability while its connection request
acceptance ratio varies from 99% to 99.9%. Likewise, PF-MBL_1 achieves
between 46% to 61% and 58% to 72% savings over MFSB and FF respec-
tively in terms of bandwidth blocking probability while bandwidth acceptance
ratio varies from 99% to 99.9%. Furthermore, PF-MBL_1 outperforms PF-
MBL_0 by 4% up to 8% in terms of blocking probability and by 2% up to 7%
in terms of bandwidth blocking probability. In 24-node network, PF-MBL_1
saves blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities slightly more than PF-
MBL_0. Besides, PF-MBL_1 outperforms FF and MFSB by 24% up to 34%
and 46% up to 61% respectively in terms of blocking probability and achieves
between 25% to 36% and 45% to 61% savings over FF and MFSB respectively
in terms of bandwidth blocking probability under the same service conditions
as in 14-node network.

In both networks, bandwidth blocking probability increases faster than
blocking probability since connection requests with higher traffic demand has
a higher weight in the former ratio whereas every connection has an equal
weight in the latter. Finally, when we compare the two networks, it is seen
that blocking probabilities and bandwidth blocking probabilities of the al-
gorithms in 24-node network tend to rise more slowly as the network load
increases. It is very likely that this stems from the distance adaptive modu-
lation formatting of the algorithms. Since the edges are significantly shorter
in 24-node network higher modulation formats are more likely to be used.
Therefore, connection requests are serviced with less number of frequency
slots, thus resulting in less contention. Another outcome of lower variance of
frequency slots is the decrease in the blocking probability between PF-MBL_1
and PF-MBL_0. This is due to the fact that the trade-off margin between the
position and the size of demanded frequency slots reduces, thereby resulting
less improvement opportunity in the performance compared to 14-node net-
work. Similarly, performance gains against FF and MFSB are also lower in
24-node network. There is a strong possibility that performance gains by PF-
MBL_1 increases against PF-MBL_0, FF and MFSB as assigned frequency
slots vary in a wider range.

Figure 5.7 shows by percentage in which phase the algorithms reject to
service the connection request for 14-node network at a given network load.
As explained in Chapter 4, a connection request is blocked while either its
primary path or its backup path is attempted to be provisioned. In algorithms
except MFSB blocking due to primary path resources always dominates the
other case. In MFSB, blocking due to primary path resources is reduced
because MFSB prioritizes to minimize the free spectrum resources as much
as possible while routing backup paths, leaving room for the primary paths.
At the end, as the network load increases all algorithms converge to a similar
trend. Yet, FF keeps a higher ratio of blocking due to primary path resources
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(a) FF in 14-node network (b) FF in 24-node network

(c) MFSB in 14-node network (d) MFSB in 24-node network

(e) PF-MBL_1 in 14-node network
(f) PF-MBL_1 in 24-node network

Figure 5.7: Blocking reason distributions of FF, MFSB and PF-MBL_1 algorithms in
14-node scaled-down network and 24-node scaled network

over total blocking compared to MFSB and PF-MBL_1. The reason is that
there is no attempt for neither decreasing the fragmentation nor increasing
the sharability.

5.2.2 Sharability

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 indicate the sharability ratios of the heuristic algo-
rithms in the two networks as the network load increases. In all algorithms
sharability increases when the network load grows, which is rational since
the number of connections that will possibly share the frequency slots also
increases. In both networks, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 attain the highest
sharability value for lower loads. However, they achieve this at the expense
of higher spectrum utilization for backup path resources. As shown in Figure
5.14, the ratio of utilized backup path resources over total utilized resources
is higher in PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 than in MFSB. What is more, PF-
MBL_0 attains higher sharability than PF-MBL_1 as well as higher spectrum
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(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.8: Sharability ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 algorithms in
24-node scaled-down network with wider range of network load

(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.9: Sharability ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 algorithms in
24-node scaled-down network with narrower range of network load

utilization share for backup path resources in 14-node network where there
is a wider range of demanded frequency slots. This is because PF-MBL_0
tends to select the longer paths requiring wider spectrum segments in case
these segments are the furthest from primary path resource side among com-
peting paths. For higher loads, MFSB surpasses PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1
since it explicitly focuses on increasing the sharability whereas PF-MBL im-
plicitly helps sharability increase through separating the resource allocation
of primary and backup paths. Nevertheless, PF-MBL algorithms also keep
high sharability ratio close to MFSB and PF-MBL_1 achieves around 24%
higher sharability than FF in both networks. When we compare the two net-
works in the range where they have the same network loads, it is seen that
14-node network shows higher sharability values than the other network al-
though it has a lower average node degree than 24-node network. There is a
strong probability that this is due to the fact that 24-node network requires
less number of frequency slots than 14-node network for the same bitrate
thanks to higher modulation formats which become possible by shorter edges
in 24-node network.
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(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.10: Fragmentation ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 algorithms
in 24-node scaled-down network with wider range of network load

(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.11: Fragmentation ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 algorithms
in 24-node scaled-down network with narrower range of network load

5.2.3 Fragmentation

Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 plot the spectral fragmentation values of the
heuristic algorithms in the two networks as the network load increases. In
both networks, FP-MBL significantly outperforms the existing approaches
explaining the achieved good performance in terms of blocking and band-
width blocking probabilities. FP-MBL_0 slightly performs lower fragmenta-
tion than FP-MBL_1. As can be seen in the figures, when the frequency of
connection arrivals is increased, fragmentation ratios of all algorithms acquire
higher values as a result of higher number of concurrent connection requests in
the system which demand certain amount of resources according to the speci-
fied constraints. All the algorithms’ fragmentation curves converge to certain
values as the network load increases. In both networks, FP-MBL curves con-
verge to values around 60% whereas MFSB curves and FF curves converge to
values around 75% and 72% respectively. These results show that separating
primary paths and backup paths helps reducing the spectrum fragmentation
by 12% up to 29% in the network while providing lower blocking and band-
width blocking probability than MFSB and FF algorithms. Moreover, there
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(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.12: Spectrum utilization ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1
algorithms in 24-node scaled-down network with wider range of network load

(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.13: Spectrum utilization ratios of FF, MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1
algorithms in 24-node scaled-down network with narrower range of network load

is a strong probability that this significant fragmentation drop helps keeping
high sharability ratio for backup paths in FP-MBL algorithm.

5.2.4 Spectrum Utilization Ratio

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the spectrum utilization ratios of the heuris-
tic algorithms in the two networks as the network load increases. Even though
FF rejects the highest number of connection requests, it attains the highest
spectrum utilization ratio among the algorithms. This is the result of hav-
ing the lowest sharability and having highly fragmented links compared to
PF-MBL. MFSB performs the lowest level of spectrum utilization ratio ow-
ing to the keen dedication on efficiently increasing the sharability. This can
also observed from Figure 5.14 where MFSB achieves the lowest backup paths
resources consumption over total spectrum consumption. However, MFSB
has higher blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities compared to PF-
MBL. This implies that networks employing MFSB are unable to find primary-
(backup) path pairs satisfying spectrum assignment constraints although there
are more available spaces over the network. There is a strong probability that
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(a) 14-node scaled-down network (b) 24-node scaled-down network

Figure 5.14: Resources utilized for backup paths over total utilized resources for FF,
MFSB, PF-MBL_0 and PF-MBL_1 algorithms with narrower range of network load

this is because MFSB leads to the highest fragmentation. As the network
is saturated by the network load, PF-MBL catches FF in terms of spectrum
utilization meaning that PF-MBL algorithm is able to accommodate more
resources in order to service more connection requests, unlike MFSB, thanks
to its relatively low fragmented links. In 14-node network, PF-MBL_0 has
up to 3% higher spectrum utilization ratio than PF-MBL_1 even though it
services less number of connection requests than PF-MBL_1. This shows
that PF-MBL_1 is more efficient in 14-node network. For 24-node network,
since both performances and spectrum utilization ratios of PF-MBL_0 and
PF-MBL_1 are very close to each other, their efficiency are very close as well.
An algorithm can be considered more efficient than PF-MBL only if it pro-
vides less blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities or if it has a lower
spectrum utilization ratio while providing the same blocking and bandwidth
blocking probabilities.

5.3 Improvement Attempts on PF-MBL

After accommodating primary and backup paths from different ends of the
links, we have also adopted Exact-Fit[39] spectrum assignment technique for
primary path spectrum assignment in order to reduce the fragmentation more
and correspondingly to reduce blocking probability more. Exact-Fit (EF)
looks for such an available segment that exactly equals the number of de-
manded frequency slots, in ascending order of frequency slot numbers on a
link. Search is terminated as soon as such a solution is encountered. In case
there is no such segment, the usual FF policy is employed. We have repeated
the same simulation procedure with this modification and have compared the
outcomes with the outcomes of PF-MBL.

Figure 5.15 indicates the blocking probability and the bandwidth block-
ing probability ratios of the heuristic algorithms Exact-Fit Modified Last Fit
(EF-MBL) and PF-MBL in 14-node network as the network load increases.
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(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.15: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of EF-MBL and PF-MBL
algorithms in 14-node scaled-down network

(a) Fragmentation in 14-node scaled-down
network

(b) Fragmentation in 24-node scaled-down
network

Figure 5.16: Fragmentation ratios of PF-MBL and EF-MBL algorithms

As shown in the figure, EF-MBL_1 leads to higher blocking and bandwidth
blocking probabilities. EF-MBL_1 tends to allocate resources for primary
paths further from the left-end in case there is an exact match even if there
are huge spaces in the beginning of the left-end of a link. Hence, there is a
strong probability that Exact-Fit spectrum assignment of primary paths com-
plicates separating primary and backup paths into different ends of the links,
thereby under-performing PF-MBL. Figure 5.16a also shows that EF-MBL
does not help reducing the fragmentation of the network which supports our
assertion as much as PF-MBL.

Figure 5.17 indicates the blocking probability and the bandwidth block-
ing probability ratios of the heuristic algorithms Primary Exact-Fit Modified
Backup Last-Fit (EF-MBL) and PF-MBL in 24-node network as the net-
work load increases. Unlike 14-node network, PE-MBL_1 does not lead to
higher blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities; however, it brings no
significant benefit either. It is very likely that when the range of demanded
frequency slots by connection requests shortens the negative effect of Exact-
Fit disappears since the probability to find an exact match close to left-end
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(a) Blocking probabilities (b) Bandwidth blocking probabilities

Figure 5.17: Blocking and bandwidth blocking probabilities of PE-MBL and PF-MBL
algorithms in 24-node scaled-down network

increases. As in the 14-node network, Figure 5.16b shows that PE-MBL does
not help reducing the fragmentation of the network as much as PF-MBL does.
Consequently, Exact-Fit allocation of primary paths is discarded since it does
not conforms our concept of separating primary and backup paths.



CHAPTER6
Conclusion

Recently emerged Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) have drawn a deserved
attention as a result of their flexible nature, such as finer spectrum granularity
and distance adaptive modulation formatting, which enables more efficiency
while routing traffic demands compared to WDM Networks. Moreover, it is
foreseen that traffic demand will keep soaring due to the ongoing increase in
the number of users as well as the ongoing increase in the size of demanded
data rate per user. Therefore, this puts more pressure on the efficient use
of network resources. Not only efficiency but also reliability is an important
concern for Internet Service Providers as huge volume of data can be carried
even in the single channel of a link. That is why, a recovery scheme is also
necessary for networks. Shared Path Protection (SPP), a recovery scheme
type which lets working connections have common reserved backup resources,
is a good alternative since it enables spectrum efficiency while providing fast
recovery.

In this thesis, we studied the two recently proposed heuristic algorithms
for dynamic routing and spectrum assignment of connection requests in EONs
employing SPP. Both exploit two-step approach for RSA and k-shortest path
algorithm for routing. For spectrum assignment, the former employs First-Fit
(FF) and the latter employs Minimum Free Spectrum Block Consumption
(MFSB). Following the investigation, we have also developed an alternative
routing and spectrum assignment algorithm to increase the spectrum effi-
ciency in EONs employing SPP given that the traffic demands are dynamic
and connections’ modulation formats are distance adaptive. Furthermore, we
assumed that SPP should guarantee resilience against single-link failure as it
is the dominating failure type in optical networks. In our algorithm, Primary
First-Fit Modified Backup Last-Fit (PF-MBL), we have proposed to assign
spectrum resources for primary paths and backup paths starting from the dif-
ferent ends of the links so as to keep primary and backup resources as separate
as possible. Algorithm applies First-Fit for primary paths. For backup paths,
the solution which has the lowest hybrid penalty is chosen among k solutions
from k-shortest paths. Hybrid penalty makes a trade-off between two factors:

39
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(1) how far the solution (set of frequency slots) starts from the end of the
link where primary path spectrum resources are started to be assigned, (2)
how many frequency slots the solution requires. In this manner, we expect to
provide less fragmented spectrum for backup paths in order to increase their
sharability. Likewise, this will also result in lower spectral fragmentation in
the network.

We have conducted simulations on two different networks (14-node scaled-
down network of NFSNET and scaled-down network of 24-node US Backbone
Network) with these three algorithms and have compared them in terms of
spectrum efficiency by measuring blocking and bandwidth blocking probabil-
ities. In the first network, we have observed that PF-MBL_1 achieves be-
tween 41% to 59% and 55% to 72% savings over MFSB and FF respectively
in terms of blocking probability while its connection request acceptance ratio
varies from 99% to 99.9%. Likewise, in the second network PF-MBL_1 out-
performs FF and MFSB by 24% up to 34% and 46% up to 61% respectively in
terms of blocking probability under the same service condition as in the first
network. PF-MBL_1 achieves between 46% to 61% and 58% to 72% savings
over MFSB and FF respectively in terms of bandwidth blocking probability
while bandwidth acceptance ratio varies from 99% to 99.9%. Likewise, in the
second network, it achieves between 25% to 36% and 45% to 61% savings
over FF and MFSB respectively in terms of bandwidth blocking probability
under the same service condition as in the first network. Additionally, we
have measured sharability, fragmentation and spectrum utilization ratios of
the algorithms in order to better understand why our solution outperforms
the others. We have observed that PF-MBL performs 16% up to 29% less
spectrum fragmentation than the other two algorithms while providing high
sharability close to MFSB. We have also acquired spectrum utilization ratios
in parallel with algorithms’ fragmentation and sharability values. Hence, we
have verified our initial assumption that grouped backup resources and thus
less fragmented resource assignments obtain lower blocking and bandwidth
blocking probabilities. Moreover, we have observed that when the variance
of assigned frequency is increased the algorithm performs better. Finally, we
have also tried to improve our solution by using Exact-Fit for primary path
spectrum assignment. However, results have confirmed no improvements since
it led to higher fragmentation than our original solution.
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